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News
Automotive:

 Two-wheeler exports from India rise 19.5% in April-January + Info

Business agreements:
 RCEP countries agree to intensify negotiations to conclude trade pact this year + Info

 India, Russia to ink $3 billion nuclear submarine deal + Info
 Venezuela open to barter system to boost trade ties + Info

 Cabinet approves MoU between India and Finland in the field of Biotechnology + Info

E-commerce:
 Mukesh Ambani gears up for e-commerce play, acquires two more startups + Info

 Grofers raises $60 million, now valued at $425 million + Info
 India’s $200-bn online marketplace to grow to $1.2 trn by 2021 + Info

Energy / Renewable Energy / Oil & Gas:
 High costs of power purchase stifle Discoms across country + Info

 New electricity cable infrastructure on cards via Rs 37,000 crore scheme + Info
 ONGC to bid out 54 fields to private sector companies in six months + Info

 Govt eases green clearance norms for captive power plants + Info

Finance:
 Overseas flows into domestic equities at a 12-month high in February + Info

 Fiscal deficit touches 121.5% of full-year target in January + Info
 Total gross loan of microfinance industry grows 6 pc to Rs 65,090 cr in Q3 + Info

Industry:
 February services PMI shows uptick, overall inflation rate softens + Info

 Defence Ministry approves procurement of 73,000 assault rifles from US + Info
 India to get first jewellery park set on 21 acres at Navi Mumbai + Info

 Future Retail inks pact to bring convenience store chain 7-Eleven to Indian + Info
 India’s agriculture growth seen slipping to 2.7% versus 5% in FY18 + Info

 Packaging sector to hit $73 bn by FY20 on rising income + Info
 India on the verge of significant data centre expansion + Info

Infrastructure:
 369 infrastructure projects under implementation facing cost overruns: Report + Info

 Nitin Gadkari to unveil Rs 11,000 crore highway projects in UP + Info
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“Naming Conentions in India”
Indian family names are based on a variety of
systems and naming canventions, which vary
from region to region and place to place. Names
are also influenced by religion and caste and
may come from epics.  India's population speaks
a wide variety of languages and nearly every
major religion in the world has a following in
India. This variety makes for subtle, often
confusing, differences in names. 

In north India, most people have a family name,
and and the names are written in the western
style -- first name followed by the surname.
Sometimes, there may also be a middle name.
In Gujarat and Maharashtra, the naming system
is patronymics. For example, in Sunil Manohar
Gavaskar, Sunil is first name, Manohar is his
father's name, and Gavaskar is the family name.

In contrast, in southern states, men do not have
a family name. Instead, the name of one's father
and/or the ancestral village/town is used for the
purpose. Typically a person has four names. The
first denotes the village of origin, the second is
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Infrastructure companies eye litigation funding to settle claims + Info
 Big infrastructure boost for Odisha! + Info

Pharma:
 National drug pricing regulator fixes retail value of 36 formulations + Info

 Rise in imported API costs may lead to hike in drug prices + Info

Telecommunication:
 Bharti Airtel board approves raising Rs 32,000-crore to fire up biz + Info

  
 

Economy
FDI:

 Delhi-NCR accounts for 25 per cent of FDI in Apr-Dec 2018-19 + Info
 New FDI rules: Thousands of products disappear from e-commerce websites + Info

 Foreign direct investment inflows fall amid pre-election uncertainty + Info

GDP:
 India’s GDP growth slips to 6.6 per cent in Q3 + Info

Import - export:
 Exports likely to be hit as US moves to end major trade benefits to India + Info

 Govt eases import norms for prototype devices + Info
 Afghanistan launches new export route to India through Iran + Info

 India raises customs duty on goods imported from Pakistan to 200% + Info

Inflation:
 WPI cools to 10-month low of 2.76% in Jan on cheaper fuel + Info

 Retail inflation dips further to 2.05% in January, lowest in 19 months + Info

 

Norms & Regulations
Cabinet approves promulgation of Ordinance allowing trusts to setup units in SEZs + Info

 Cabinet approves National policy for software products + Info
 Govt brings single regulator Bill for intl financial services centres in RS + Info

 Angel tax relief for startups: Funding cap for exemption raised to Rs 25 cr + Info
  

 
 

Upcoming Events
Fairs:

 Upcoming Trade fairs in India 2019 + Info

the father’s name, the third is the
person’s given name and the fourth
signifies caste. These are normally abbreviated
and prefixed before the first name as in V. S.
Ramachandran.

Women normally adapt the husband's name
(family name in North India, and first name in
southern India), after marriage.

Most Sikh men have a surname of Singh
(meaning "Lion") while most women have a
surname of Kaur (meaning "Princess"). This was
instituted by the guru Gobind Singh (1666 -
1708), who wished to diminish the power of the
caste system. In some cases Singh or Kaur is
the middle name, and it is followed by a family
name.

For many Indians, their birth name is different
from their official name; the birth name starts
with a letter auspicious on the basis of the
person's horoscope. The astrologer determines
the sound a name should begin with and the
family will choose a name based on that sound.

Due to caste-based discrimination or to be
caste-neutral, many people started adopting
generic last names such as Kumar. It must be
mentioned that with time and social mobility, the
naming conventions are also changing. For
instance, many south Indian families have
started adapting the north Indian naming
conventions.

 

 

“An idea that is developed
and put into action is more
important than an idea that
exists only as an idea”
— Buddha
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